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Architecture in Spain and Portugal 2000-2013

1. NEW ICONS
17 ESSAY: The Icon, Pro and Con / David Cohn

20 Jean Nouvel, Agbar Tower
24 David Chipperfield Architects and b720 Arquitectos, City of Justice
28 Estudio Lamela + Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners, New Terminal Area of Madrid-Barajas Airport
32 Dominique Perrault Architecture, Olympic Tennis Center
38 OMA, Casa da Música
44 Eduardo Souto de Moura, Braga Stadium
48 Alberto Campo Baeza, Caja Granada Savings Bank
54 Mansilla + Tuñón Arquitectos, MUSAC
60 Francisco Mangado, Spanish Pavilion for Expo Zaragoza 2008
64 Enric Ruiz-Geli / Cloud 9, Media TIC Building

2. IN CONTEXT
69 ESSAY: Interventions into Landscape and Heritage: Spain and Portugal / José Ignacio Linazasoro

72 RCR Aranda Pigem Vilalta Architects, Bell-lloc Winery
78 Nieto Sobejano Arquitectos, Madinat Al Zahra Museum
82 Burgos & Garrido / Porras La Casta / Rubio & Álvarez-Sala / West 8, Madrid Río
86 Carlos Ferrater and Xavier Martí Galí/OAB, Seafront of Benidorm
90 Eduardo Arroyo, Plaza Desierto in Barakaldo
92 José Antonio Martínez Lapeña & Elías Torres Tur, La Granja Escalator
94 Paulo David, Casa das Mudas
98 Herzog & de Meuron, CaixaForum Madrid
104 10 practices, Matadero, Madrid
112 Rafael Moneo, Prado Museum Extension

118 INTERVIEW: Architecture as a fact of culture / Rafael Moneo

3. THE EVERYDAY
121 ESSAY: Urban Enactments / Andrés Jaque

124 Enric Miralles + Benedetta Tagliabue, Rehabilitation of Santa Caterina Market
130 Manuel Gallego Jorreto, National Museum of Santiago and Pilgrimages
134  Fernando Martin Menis / Menis Arquitectos, Holy Redeemer Church
136  Abalos + Sentkiewicz arquitectos, High Speed Train Station in Logroño
140  selgascano, El "B"
146  Paredes Pedrosa Arquitectos, Public Library in Ceuta
150  Víctor López Cotelo, Residential Complex in a Former Dairy
154  Foreign Office Architects, Carabanchel Social Housing
156  Aires Mateus, Houses for Elderly People in Alcácer do Sal
160  Álvaro Siza Vieira, Viana do Castelo Library

166  INTERVIEW: Moving Forward in Difficult Times / Álvaro Siza Vieira

168  CREDITS AND DATA / PROFILES
Revitalization of Modernization Heritage

2 Discussion for the 4th LIXIL International University Architectural Competition: Productive Garden – A Space for Enjoying Hokkaido with All Five Senses / Kengo Kuma, Tomonari Yashiro, Kundo Koyama, Darko Radović

8 ESSAY: Urban Revitalization is more than architectural design of solitary buildings / Jürg Sulzer

10 BIG, Danish National Maritime Museum
26 Lacaton & Vassal, FRAC of Nord Pas-de-Calais
42 Jaime J. Ferrer Forés, Can Ribas
52 Cannatà & Fernandes, Landscape Laboratory
62 Stephen Taylor Architects, Shatwell Farm

70 ESSAY: Post-Industrial Sites as Canvas / Gabriela Campagnol

76 Haworth Tompkins, The Shed
84 Cruz y Ortiz Arquitectos, The New Rijksmuseum
98 Manuel Ocaña, Casa Mediterráneo Headquarters
106 Jakob + MacFarlane, The Turbulences FRAC Centre
114 HLPS Arquitectos, Valparaíso Cultural Park
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Supermodels - Photographed by Hisao Suzuki

2 The 3rd LIXIL International University Architectural Competition – Completion Announcement: "HORIZON HOUSE" by Harvard University

8 ESSAY: Photographing Architectural Models – Life with the Supermodels / Hisao Suzuki

12 INTERVIEW: Architectural Models and Model Photography / Arata Isozaki, Naohiko Hino and Hisao Suzuki

18 Inception

40 INTERVIEW: Object of Desire / Christian Kerez

46 Organization

76 INTERVIEW: Driving Force for Thinking / Ryue Nishizawa

80 ESSAY: Talking about Study Model / Kazuyo Sejima

84 Blooming

104 INTERVIEW: Living Models / Fabian Asunció

114 Experiential

126 INTERVIEW: Tools for Understanding / Bijoy Jain

130 Project List
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Juliaan Lampens

8 INTERVIEW: The Essence of Architecture in Lines and Materials / Juliaan Lampens

12 Watercolors


20 INTRODUCTION: The Landscape – the Tent and the Grotto / Jo Van Den Berghe

22 House Juliaan Lampens – Van Hove
34 House Vandenhaute – Kiebooms
48 Kerselare Chapel
60 House Van Wassenhove

74 ESSAY: Rediscovering Juliaan Lampens / Christophe Van Gerrewey and Fredie Floré

80 House Diane Lampens
90 House Derwael – Thienpont
104 Loft Lauwers
108 National Boerenkrijg Museum
112 Sint-Lucas Secondary Art School (Competition)
114 House De La Ruelle – Van Moffaert
122 House Velghe – Vanderlinden

134 TIMELINE
New Landscapes of Wooden Architecture

ESSAY: The Future of Sustainable Architecture: Resources, Recyclability and Ultra-Lightweight / Werner Sobek

Christopher Kelly Architecture Workshop, Waitomo Glowworm Caves Visitors Center
Wim Goes Architectuur, Royal Belgian Sailing Club Alberta
Architekturbüro Patrick Thurston, Bears’ House in the Woods
NLÉ, Makoko Floating School
Renzo Piano Building Workshop, Diogene

ESSAY: Harmonized Structural System to Boost Finnish Wood Construction / Matti Kuittinen

Wooden City in Finland
Architect Hermann Kaufmann ZT GmbH, LifeCycle Tower – LCT ONE

ESSAY: PLANT | CUT | BUILD | REPEAT: A Future of Tall Wood Buildings / Michael Green

Niall McLaughlin Architects, Student Accommodation, Somerville College
Adam Khan Architects, Brockholes Visitor Center
Behnisch Architekten, WIPO New Conference Hall
Vienna – Transition of Theory and Expression

6 General information / History
8 Map of Vienna
10 Map of Ringstrasse
11 Project list
14 ESSAY: Vienna Facades / Christian Kühn
20 Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach, Josef Emanuel Fischer von Erlach, Karlskirche
24 Johann Bernhard Fischer von Erlach, The Austrian National Library
26 Ringstrasse
28 August Sicard von Sicardsburg, Eduard van der Nül, Wiener Staatsoper
28 Theophil von Hansen, The Austrian Parliament
28 Friedrich von Schmidt, Wiener Rathaus
28 Gottfried Semper, Carl von Hasenauer, The Burgtheater
29 Heinrich von Ferstel, University of Vienna
30 Gottfried Semper, Carl von Hasenauer, Kunsthistorisches Museum
33 COLUMN: Gottfried Semper
34 COLUMN: Otto Wagner
36 Otto Wagner, Villa Wagner 1 (Ernst Fuchs Museum)
38 Otto Wagner, Villa Wagner 2
40 Otto Wagner, Majolica House / Medaillon House
42 Otto Wagner, Project for Wiener Stadtbahn / Nussdorf weir and Schemerl bridge
44 Otto Wagner, Karlsplats Station
46 Otto Wagner, Kaiserbad Watergate
47 Otto Wagner, Neustiftgasse 40
48 Otto Wagner, Church of St. Leopold, am Steinhof
56 Otto Wagner, Postal Savings Bank
62 COLUMN: Wagner School
66 Joseph Maria Olbrich, Secession
68 Josef Hoffmann, Sanatorium Purkersdorf
72 Jože Plečnik, Church of the Holy Ghost
74 Adolf Loos, Steiner House
74 Adolf Loos, Scheu House
75 Adolf Loos, Moller House
76 Adolf Loos, Loos House
80 Adolf Loos, American Bar
81 Adolf Loos, Knize
82 Karl Ehn, Karl Marx-Hof
84 Friedrich Tamms, Flakturm
86 Fritz Wotruba, Fritz Gerhard Mayr, Church of the Holiest Trinity
88 Hans Hollein, Retti Candle Shop
89  Hans Hollein, Schullin Jewelry Shop 2
90  Hans Hollein, Schullin Jewelry Shop 1
91  Gunther Domenig Central Bank
92  COOP HIMMELB(L)AU, Rooftop Remodeling
94  Hans Hollein, Neues Haas-Haus
97  COLUMN: Hans Hollein
98  ESSAY: The Allure of the Fashionable / Reinhard Seiss
106 BKK-3, MISS SARGFABRIK
108 Jean Nouvel, COOP HIMMELB(L)AU, Manfred Wehdorn, Wilhelm Holzbauer, Gasometer
112 BUSarchitektur, Compact City
114 Rachel Whiteread, Jabornegg & Palffy, Museum Judenplatz
116 Ortner & Ortner, Manfred Wehdorn, Museums Quartier Wienr
120 Ortner & Ortner, Museum of Modern Art Stiftung Ludwig
122 Ortner & Ortner, Leopold Museum
124 Gunther Domenig, T-Center St. Marx
126 BEHF Architects, Motto am Fluss
128 Jean Nouvel, Sofitel Vienna Stephansdom
130 Q&A
136 henke and schreieck, Office Tower HOCH ZWEI, Office Buildings RUND VIER
136 Ortner & Ortner, Wien Mitte
138 ARTEC Architekten, The Town Musicians of Bremen as Terrace House
139 ARTEC Architekten, Multi-Generational Living at Mühlgrund
139 ARTEC Architekten, Raxstrasse
140 PPAG architects, Attic Conversion
142 BUSarchitektur (Plot 01), Atelier Hitoshi Abe (Plot 02), Zaha Hadid Architects (Plot LLC), Esstudio Carme Pinos (Plot W1D), NO.MAD Arquitectos (Plot W1E), CRAB Studio (Plot W2), Campus WU for the Vienna University of Economics and Business
146 Dominique Perrault Architecture, DC TOWERS I + II
148 henke and schreieck, ERSTE CAMPUS
150 AllesWirdGut, RAT
LIXIL International University Architectural Competition "Productive Garden - A Space for Enjoying Hokkaido with All Five Senses" Result Announcement

RETREAT - PRIMAL CONCEPT AND EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
10 ESSAY: The Lived Metaphor / Juhani Pallasmaa

16 Javier Corvalán + Laboratorio de Arquitectura, Casa Hamaca
24 Benjamin García Saxe, A Forest for a Moon Dazzler
30 Casey Brown Architecture, Permanent Camping
36 Crosson Clarke Carnachan Architects, Hut on Sleds
42 Shim-Sutcliffe Architects, Harrison Island Camp
48 Studio Mumbai, Utsav House
60 Fearon Hay Architects, Island Retreat
66 Rick Joy Architects, Adobe Canyon House
72 Cecilia Puga, The Vaulted House
78 Pascal Flammer, House in Balsthal
86 Buchner Bründler Architects, Casa D’Estate
92 General Architecture, Summer House
96 Tham & Videgård Arkitekter, Creek House
104 GLUCK+, Lakeside Retreat
110 Jon Lott / PARA, Haffenden House
114 spbr arquitetos, Weekend House in Downtown São Paulo

124 PROJECT REPORT: The Philosophy of Living Architecture / Alain de Botton

126 David Kohn Architects, A Room for London
128 Jørn Vigsnæs AS Arkitekter MNAL, Dune House
132 MVRDV, Balancing Barn
ESSAY: Zurich is where the Prime Tower is / Caspar Schärer

Prime Tower Office High-rise with Annex Buildings Cubus and Diagonal, Maag-Areal

Platform Office Building

Office Building "Lagerstrasse", Europaallee

Löwenbräu-Areal, Arts Centre, Residential Tower, and Office Building

ESSAY: Finite Space, Infinite Space: Gigon / Guyer / Erwin J.S. Viray

Exhibition "Annette Gigon / Mike Guyer"

Inflection of Common Ground in Several Cases, Contribution of Gigon / Guyer at 13th International Architecture Exhibition – la Biennale di Venezia

Gigon / Guyer Selected Chronology

Fondazione Marguerite Arp

Detached House on Zürichberg

Detached House, Canton Grisons

Detached House, Küsnacht

INTERVIEW: Material, Volume, Context, Experience / Annette Gigon, Mike Guyer

Housing Complex Zollikerstrasse

Housing Development Zellweger-Areal

Résidence du Pré-Babel, Résidence du Parc de Grange-Canal

Würth Haus Rorschach
Recent Projects

6 Studio Weave, Lullaby Factory, Great Ormond Street Hospital for Children
12 BAUKUNST, Structure and Gardens
20 DE URBANISTEN, Water square Bentemplein
28 Langarita-Navarro Arquitectos, Medialab-Prado
34 Rapp+Rapp, Village community centre Merkem
42 Gutiérrez-delafuente Arquitectos + TallerDE2 Arquitectos, Childminders Centre in Selb
48 Atelier Kempe Thill, Transformation of the Town Hall Borsele
54 5+1AA Alfonso Femia Gianluca Peluffo, IULM – Knowledge Transfer Centre
64 b720 Fermín Vázquez Arquitectos, Encants Barcelona
74 MVRDV, Market Hall
82 Herzog & de Meuron, Arena do Morro
94 Herzog & de Meuron, Pérez Art Museum Miami
108 Morphosis, Emerson College Los Angeles
122 Zaha Hadid, Heydar Aliyev Center
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